A systematic study of kinetics and thermodynamics of Si (111) surface nitridation under ammonia exposure is presented. The appeared silicon nitride (8 × 8) structure is found to be a metastable phase. Experimental evidences of graphenelike nature of the silicon nitride (8 × 8) structure are presented. Interlayer spacings in the (SiN) 2 (AlN) 4 structure on the Si (111) surface are found equal to 3.3 Å in SiN and 2.86 Å in AlN. These interlayer spacings correspond to weak van der Waals interaction between layers. In contrast to the widely accepted model of a surface structure (8 × 8) as monolayer of β-Si 3 N 4 on Si (111) surface, we propose a new graphene-like Si 3 N 4 (g-Si 3 N 3 and/or g-Si 3 N 4 ) model for the (8 × 8) structure. It is revealed that the deposition of Al atoms on top of a highly ordered (8 × 8) structure results in graphene-like AlN (g-AlN) layers formation. The g-AlN lattice constant of 3.08 Å is found in a good agreement with the ab initio calculations. A transformation of the g-AlN to the bulk-like wurtzite AlN is analyzed.
Introduction
After the discovery of graphene, significant effort is spent to create other graphene-like (graphite-like) materials. Among them, much attention was attracted to graphite-like carbon-nitride compounds g-C 3 N 3 and g-C 3 N 4 [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . These materials consist of covalently bound sp 2 -hybridized carbon and nitrogen atoms. Interest in them is caused by theoretical predictions of new mechanical, electronic, magnetic, and photocatalytic properties [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . To date, the compound g-C 3 N 4 has been synthesized [10] , and it has been demonstrated that the layers of g-C 3 N 4 have a bandgap width in the range of 1.6-2.0 eV, which makes it possible to use the semiconductor layer to create electronics and optoelectronics devices, such as field effect transistors, photodetectors, light-emitting diodes, and lasers. Since silicon is in the same group as carbon in the periodic table, then graphene-like Si-N sheets, where C atoms are replaced by Si atoms, are expected to demonstrate the unusual properties.
Dielectric materials that provide insulation of conductive channels are also necessary for the development of electronic devices. Hexagonal-BN (h-BN), one of the 2D dielectric materials [11, 12] , attracts grate attention. However, the fabrication of large area h-BN layers is difficult. AlN is another alternative dielectric material that can be grown epitaxially on large areas. It is also predicted [13] that silicene is stable when encapsulating between two thin graphite-like hexagonal AlN layers. This is especially important, since until now silicene growth has been presented only on metal substrates, which makes it unsuitable for electronic devices. In this chapter, the synthesis and properties of the graphene-like materials and van der Waals layers of silicon nitride (g-SiN) and aluminum nitride (g-AlN) are reported.
Kinetics and thermodynamics of g-SiN formation on the Si (111) surface

Formation kinetics of silicon nitride
The Si 3 N 4 film formed on the silicon surface as a rule is amorphous [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . However, at the initial stage of this process, the (8 × 8) structure is formed. The structure (8 × 8) was first discovered by van Bommel and Meyer in 1967 [19] . This structure has been actively studied later. "Modifications" of this structure such as (11/8 × 11/8) and (3/8 × 3/8) have been discovered and described. Models explaining the appearance of (8 × 8) structure by forming a layer of crystalline silicon nitride β-Si 3 N 4 are dominating in the literature [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
In our experiments, the nitridation of the silicon surface is started by the onset of ammonia flux onto the clean Si (111) substrate heated to temperatures above 750°C [25] . Two different stages of the silicon nitridation were distinguished by reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED): the first stage is a fast formation of the (8 × 8) structure and the following stage is a slow formation of amorphous Si 3 N 4 phase. The ordered (8 × 8) structure appears within a few seconds under ammonia flux for the all used temperatures. RHEED pattern of (8 × 8) obtained after exposure of the surface during 6 s under ammonia flux F NH3 = 10 sccm at a temperature T = 1050°C is shown in Figure 1a . The following bright diffraction spots corresponding to the (8 × 8) structure are clearly observed (Figure 1a ): (0 -3/8), (0 -5/8), (0 -6/8), (0 -11/8), as well as weaker reflections of (0 -1/8), (0 -2/8), and (0 -7/8) along with the fundamental reflexes (0 0), (0 1), and (0 1) of the Si (111) surface. However, the diffraction spots such as (0 ± 4/8) or (±4/8 ± 4/8) related to the fundamental periodicity of the crystalline phase of β-Si 3 N 4 were not observed. This experimental fact indicates that the structure (8 × 8) does not correspond to the β-Si 3 N 4 phase, in contrast to the dominating interpretation of nature of the structure (8 × 8) [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Further nitridation at the same conditions (the second stage) results in silicon nitride amorphous phase (a-Si 3 N 4 ) formation that was accompanied by the total disappearance of all diffraction spots in the RHEED pattern within several minutes. The behavior of intensities of the fractional (0 3/8) diffraction spot as a function of time (i.e., kinetic curves) at different substrate temperatures is shown in Figure 1b . Figure 1b clearly demonstrates the fast rise of the fractional (0 3/8) spot intensity (the first fast stage) and its further decay of the diffraction spot (the second slow stage). The thickness of a-Si 3 N 4 in our experiments was about 5-30 Å, depending on the duration of nitridation. These data do not confirm the possibility of epitaxial growth of crystalline β-Si 3 N 4 layers, as was supposed in works [22, 23] . We revealed that the diffraction spot intensity decay as function of time is well described by the exponential law I(t) = I 0 (T) × exp(−k 2 (T)⋅t) at all investigated temperatures T, where k 2 is the rate constant and t denotes time, and so this process corresponds to a first-order reaction. As an example, the inset in Figure 1b shows approximation of the experimental curve by the exponential law at T = 1050°C. The activation energy of the amorphous silicon nitride phase formation of 2.4 eV and pre-exponential factor of 10 7 -10 8 1/s is found. Figure 2a shows the normalized kinetic curves for the formation of the (8 × 8) structure, measured by the intensity evolution of the (0 3/8) spot. The figure clearly shows that there is a slight decrease in the rate of formation of the structure (8 × 8) with increasing temperature, which indicates the absence of an activation barrier in this process in contrast to a-Si 3 N 4 formation. This fact also does not agree with the formation of a crystalline β-Si 3 N 4 layer, which requires the overcoming of a large activation barrier [26] .
As shown in work [25] , at the formation of the structure (8 × 8) , the main role is played by mobile silicon adatoms (Si a ), which are in equilibrium with the surface of the silicon crystal at a given temperature, and the heat of the mobile adatoms formation is 1.7 eV. The existence of mobile adatoms is well known, for example, in the temperature range of about 1000°C, and mobile silicon adatoms provide movement of steps on the surface, the formation and/or disappearance of two-dimensional islands, and participate in oxidation processes and other surface reactions [27] [28] [29] . Since the rate of formation of the structure (8 × 8) is high during the nitridation process, then the equilibrium concentration of mobile adatoms Si a does not have time to be established and the coverage of the surface by the two-dimensional phase (8 × 8) is determined by the initial concentration of mobile silicon adatoms at the Si surface at a given temperature. In diffraction, this is manifested in the temperature dependence of the maximum intensity I 0 (T). It should be emphasized one more time that the formation of the structure (8 × 8) originates from interaction of ammonia with the mobile silicon adatoms rather than the dangling bonds of silicon atoms incorporated in lattice site (i.e., immobile) on the Si (111) surface.
Thermal decomposition of a two-dimensional layer (8 × 8)
We investigated the stability of the phase (8 × 8) by studying the kinetics of thermal decomposition of the structure (8 × 8) under ultrahigh vacuum conditions for the temperature range 980-1055°С using the RHEED spots intensity evolution. When the sample was held for several minutes at a fixed temperature, the fractional (8 × 8) diffraction spots of the structure (8 × 8) were faded away and the (1 × 1) pattern of the clean silicon surface was restored. Figure 2b shows the normalized kinetic curves of the thermal decomposition of the structure (8 × 8) at different temperatures. Analysis of these curves showed that the rate of thermal decomposition increases with increasing temperature, that is, the (8 × 8) structure decomposition is a normal activation process. Curves are well described by a decreasing exponential law I(t) = I 0 exp(−k(T)/t), where t is the time, k is the constant of the decomposition rate of the structure (8 × 8), and T is the surface temperature.
The thermal decomposition constant k as function of temperature is presented in the Arrhenius coordinates in Figure 3 . The activation energy (E a ) of the structure (8 × 8) thermal decomposition, E a = 4.03 eV, and the pre-exponential factor, k 0 = 2.4 × 10 13 1/s, are found. The value of E a is close to the known binding energy of Si-N bond in Si 3 N 4 -4.5 eV [30] . Since the activation energy of the decomposition cannot be less than the heat of formation (that is, E a ≥ ΔH), then the heat of formation of the structure (8 × 8) ΔH is no more than 4 eV. The inset of Figure 2a schematically illustrates the relationship between the heat of formation and the activation energy of the thermal decomposition of the structure (8 × 8) , as well as it shows the energy diagram of the Si 3 N 4 amorphous phase formation. The heat of formation of bulk β-Si 3 N 4 is about 8 eV [26, 31] , which is much larger than the heat of the (8 × 8) structure formation estimated here.
The decomposition rate of the β-Si 3 N 4 crystalline phase surface, which was studied in the work [31] , is much slower in comparison with the decomposition of the structure (8 × 8), for example, at a temperature of 1740°C, the surface decomposition process took more than an hour. In our case, at a much lower temperature, T = 1055°C, the complete decay of the structure (8 × 8) takes about a minute, which confirms the lower thermal stability of the structure (8 × 8) 1/s) [31] . The coincidence of activation energies shows that in both cases, the limiting stage of the processes is the breaking of the Si-N bonds but the rates of the processes differ by a factor of 10 6 . We note that the measured pre-exponential factor has a normal value of ~10 13 1/s, which implies a simple decomposition mechanism. When the Si-N bonds break, the formation of activated N* nitrogen atoms weakly bound to the surface and following formation of N 2 (N* + N* = N 2 ) molecules occurs. Thus, the structure (8 × 8) at a temperature above 980°C is destroyed, both during exposure to vacuum and during the continuation of nitridation process under ammonia flux, when it is converted to amorphous Si 3 N 4 . Indeed, at lower temperatures, the structure (8 × 8) is stable. Therefore, the experimental data on the transformation into an amorphous phase and thermal decomposition evidence the metastability of the phase (8 × 8) , in contrast to the stable crystalline phase of β-Si 3 N 4 or the amorphous phase of Si 3 N 4 .
Comparative STM/STS study of the (7 × 7) and (8 × 8) structures on
the Si (111)
STM of the Si (111)-(7 × 7) and impact of NH 3 adsorption
The atomic structure of the pristine surface (7 × 7) and the surface with chemisorbed ammonia on Si (111) (obtained at 750°C, 4 min, P NH3 = 10
Torr) were investigated in real space by the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) method. STM images of these surfaces are presented in Figure 4a and b (at operating parameters V = +1 V and I = 0.025 nA). The images were obtained in empty electronic states of silicon. Comparing images a and b in Figure 4 , we can conclude that ammonia is adsorbed mainly to the central adatoms and rest atoms of the structure (7 × 7). In Figure 4b , it is also clearly seen that the chemisorption of ammonia induces a disorder on the surface. We consider chemisorption of ammonia as the initial process of nitridation at the silicon surface, followed by the formation of an amorphous nitride phase, since the interaction of ammonia with the dangling bonds of surface silicon atoms (111) does not change the sp 3 hybridization of the orbitals of these atoms. We recall that in the amorphous phase of Si 3 N 4 , silicon atoms also have sp 3 hybridization of orbitals.
STS of the Si (111)-(7 × 7) and impact of NH 3 adsorption
We performed measurements of the scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) of a clean surface (7 × 7) and on a surface with chemisorbed ammonia (Figure 4c) . The spectra of pristine silicon surface for various characteristic points, such as corner adatoms, central adatoms, rest atoms, and hole atoms, on the Si (111)-(7 × 7) surface are shown. Each curve for a particular characteristic point is obtained by summing 30-40 volt-ampere curves at equivalent characteristic points on the STM image. One can see a good coincidence of the STS spectra for all these characteristic points on a clean silicon surface. Peaks in the density of states for bias voltages of −0.3, −0.8, −1.5, and −2.3 V, as well as peaks for empty states +0.3 V and +0.8 V, are observed. Similar peaks were observed by many groups [21, 24, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] , and they are usually denoted as S 1 = −0.3 eV, S 2 = −0.8 eV, and S 3 = −1.4 eV; we also observed a state at −2.3 eV, which was detected by the XPS method [38] . Some authors associate certain peaks in the density of state spectrum with specific atoms on the surface (7 × 7), for example, peaks at −0.3 and + 0.3 V are associated with adatoms [21, 32] , and the peak at −0.8 V is associated with rest atoms [32, 37] , that is, they are considered in the framework of the approximation of the local density of electronic states of a given atom. However, our experimental data, namely the presence of identical peaks for the entire family of spectra, for both adatoms and rest atoms and other characteristic points, show that these peaks on the surface of pure silicon should be considered as a manifestation of the surface two-dimensional bands of states of the structure (7 × 7). Measurements of the STS on the surface with chemisorbed ammonia show different spectra for the same family of the characteristic points. The more pronounced difference in the spectra is observed for corner and central Si adatoms, which was also manifested in STM images, as indicated above. In this case, a stronger local chemical interaction of ammonia with the central adatoms than with the corner adatoms occurs. The surface band structure of the clean surface (7 × 7) is destroyed. Essentially, when random Si-N chemical bonds are formed, various localized electronic states appear.
STM/STS of the structure (8 × 8)
Interaction of ammonia with the (111) silicon surface at elevated temperatures (800-1150°С) results to (8 × 8) structure, as discussed above, in contrast to disordered structure appeared during adsorption of ammonia at lower temperatures. A typical STM image of the structure (8 × 8) at the working offset V s = −3 V is shown in Figure 5a , that is, the image in the filled states of the sample. The periodic structure (8/3 × 8/3) with a distance between the nearest neighboring protrusions a = 10.2 Å clearly manifests itself in the figure, in agreement with numerous experimental data, see, for example [22, 23, 39] . In addition, in Figure 5a , a honeycomb structure is clearly observed, with a hexagon whose side b is approximately 6 Å in length and rotated at 30° relative to the unit cell of (8/3 × 8/3). Figure 5b clearly shows that the protrusions of the phase (8/3 × 8/3) are brighter than the "vertices" and "sides" of the hexagons. Consequently, the protrusions (8/3 × 8/3) lie on top of the honeycomb structure. In our opinion, protrusions correspond to an ordered adsorption phase, which occupy only three of the six vertices of the hexagons. The relationship between the side length of a hexagon and the distance between protrusions is defined by the expression a = 2 × b × cos(30°). It is clear that the periodicities of adsorption phase and hexagons are the same. There are vacancies in the adsorption phase. This confirms the high mobility of atoms in the adsorption phase, which was noted in the work [24] . At present, it is difficult to unequivocally indicate the nature of the protrusions, perhaps they consist of one, two, or several silicon atoms [40, 41] . For the current study, the hexagonal structure is most interesting, since it determines an atomic arrangement in the structure (8 × 8) .
The authors of the work [24] also have observed a honeycomb structure and have explained it by the manifestation of the crystal structure of β-Si 3 N 4 . The size of the hexagon side in the STM images represented by the authors (see Figure 5a and b in the article [24] ), as well as in our case, was about 6 Å. Let us recall that in the crystal structure of β-Si 3 N 4 , there is a characteristic fragment-a "small" hexagon with a side of 2.75 Å, as shown experimentally, for example, in work [42] with the help of highresolution TEM. The hexagonal periodic structure with lattice constant of 7.62 Å of the β-Si 3 N 4 is constructed of these "small" hexagons, but there are no hexagons with Figure 5a ).
(a) STM image of the structure (8 × 8). The white figures are marking elementary cells (8/3 × 8/3) and hexagons; (b) STS spectra measured for three characteristic points: 1. protrusion, 2. the vertices of hexagon that not occupied by protrusion, 3. center of hexagon (corresponding three characteristic points are marked in
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the 6 Å side in the structure. Consequently, the honeycomb structure detected in this work and in the work [24] does not correspond to the structure of the β-Si 3 N 4 crystal. It seems that in most studies devoted to STM of the (8 × 8) structure, only the adsorption phase (8/3 × 8/3) was clearly observed because usually the ordering of the structure is not very high due to the mobility of adatoms (see [21, 24] ); hence, the 6 Å honeycomb structure did not be taken into account until now at the modeling of (8 × 8) structure. Figure 5b shows the STS spectra measured for three different characteristic points: 1. the protrusions, 2. the vertices of the hexagons that not occupied by the protrusions, and 3. the centers of the hexagons. Each curve is obtained by averaging of 30-40 equivalent points. There is a good coincidence of the curves for various characteristic points, as might be expected for a periodic structure. In our opinion, the position of the peak in the density of states at −1.1 eV corresponds to the maximum of the valence band for the surface periodic structure (8 × 8) . The band gap of the structure (8 × 8) is about 2.2 eV, and it is determined by the energy gap between the bonding π and antibonding π* orbitals (as discussed below). The band gap of 2.2 eV is much less than the band gap of crystalline β-Si 3 N 4 or amorphous Si 3 N 4 (4.9-5.3 eV). For comparison, Figure 6 shows the spectra of a pristine silicon surface with (7 × 7) reconstruction (curve 1), the structure (8 × 8) (curve 2), and a thin amorphous Si 3 N 4 layer (curve 3). The STS spectrum of the amorphous phase of Si 3 N 4 has a characteristic peak at energy of about −4 eV, which is observed by many groups [21, 24, [43] [44] [45] . The authors of [21, 43] refer it to adsorbed nitrogen atoms on the surface, but since this peak exists in thick crystalline β-Si 3 N 4 and amorphous Si 3 N 4 layers, as demonstrated in works [24, 44, 45] , this peak corresponds to the valence-band maximum of bulk Si 3 N 4 ; by the other words, it is the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of σ bonding band.
The peak at −1.1 eV of the structure (8 × 8) (curve 2) corresponds to the π orbitals, since it has the highest energy among the occupied electron states HOMO and this peak is much higher than peak of σ bonding band (−4 eV) [46] ; moreover, this peak is absent in the spectrum of amorphous Si 3 N 4 . The peak at −1.1 eV was also observed by the method of photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) in [47] . However, the authors attributed it to the dangling silicon or nitrogen bonds of β-Si 3 N 4 phase within the framework of the generally accepted concept of the (8 × 8) structure description as a β-Si 3 N 4 crystal. However, in Figure 5 of the work [47] , an appreciable difference in the electronic structures (state densities) β-Si 3 N 4 and (8 × 8) is seen. Moreover, in the works [48, 49] , devoted to the calculation of electronic states (0001) β-Si 3 N 4 , HOMO states associated with dangling bonds did not found. As it will be shown further, it is better to associate this peak in the density of states (8 × 8) with π-band.
HRTEM study of van der Waals structure of silicon nitride and aluminum nitride
The atomic arrangement of (8 × 8) was also investigated here by the HRTEM method. For these studies, samples with the following sequence of layers were grown on the (111) Si substrate: 2-3 monolayers of silicon nitride with a structure (8 × 8) and thin epitaxial layer of AlN. The interplanar spacing in the Si substrate in the silicon nitride and AlN layers was determined, see Figure 7 . It turned out that the interplanar spacing between the layers of silicon nitride and also between the last silicon layer and the silicon nitride layer is about 3.3 Å, which is noticeably larger than the interplanar distances in silicon (3.13 Å) and the known thickness of the β-Si 3 N 4 monolayer (2.9 Å). In addition, the layers of silicon nitride differ sharply in contrast from the layers of Si and AlN.
The interplanar distances in silicon nitride of 3.3 Å are larger than the interplanar distances Si 3.13 Å and are larger than the thickness of the monolayer β-Si 3 N 4 (2.9 Å). The interplanar distances in the еpitaxial AlN layer are also larger than normal interplanar distances in bulk wurtzite AlN (2.49 Å). Therefore, this epitaxial structure (SiN) 2 (AlN) 4 turned out to be a van der Waals crystal.
Graphene-like models of the structure (8 × 8)
The increase in the interplanar distance in silicon nitride, detected by the HRTEM method, is a consequence of the weaker (van der Waals) interaction between the atomic planes. The interaction between the silicon nitride layer and the Si substrate also turned out to be weaker than interaction provided by normal covalent bonds. As mentioned above, when the structure (8 × 8) is formed, the ammonia interaction occurs with the mobile silicon adatoms, but not with the dangling bonds of the silicon atoms on the surface, which provides an increased 
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interlayer distance between the silicon nitride layer and the silicon surface. Taking into account all the experimental data presented, it can be assumed that the structure (8 × 8) has a graphene-like nature. Moreover, the production of graphene-like AlN layers, described in our paper [50] , was possible only on such a graphene-like layer of silicon nitride. If only the silicon nitride layer had dangling bonds (silicon or nitrogen), then the AlN layer would have formed in the bulk wurtzite structure (formation of graphene-like AlN is discussed below). Possible graphene-like models of the layer of silicon nitride g-Si 3 N 4 and g-Si 3 N 3 are shown in Figure 8 . Similar model g-Si 3 N 3 was considered earlier in the theoretical work of Guo [51] . The basis of both structures is the Si 3 N 3 aromatic conjugated rings connected to each other by either nitrogen atoms (Figure 8a) having sp 2 hybridization (as in the β-Si 3 N 4 crystal structure) or via Si-Si bonds (Figure 8b) . Atoms of silicon in these structures have sp 2 hybridization of atomic orbitals, forming three σ-bonds in planar configuration. The fourth electron of the silicon participates in the π-bond with the nitrogen atom in the ring. Each nitrogen atom uses three valence electrons, and in the aromatic ring, nitrogen has sp. hybridization, and the third valence electron participates in the π-bond.
The proposed structures satisfy the available experimental diffraction data, STM/STS, and HRTEM. They reproduce the periodicity (8 × 8) and the characteristic features of the honeycomb structure observed in the STM, taking into account the weakening of interaction with the silicon surface (there are no dangling bonds in the layer) and explaining the metastability of the structure (8 × 8) . Metastability is a consequence of the formation of weaker π-bonds than σ-bonds. In the stable structure of Si 3 N 4 (amorphous or crystalline β-Si 3 N 4 ), all bonds of silicon and nitrogen are σ-bonds. 
Graphene-like AlN layer formation on Si (111) surface by ammonia MBE
In the present experiments, an AlN flat ultrathin layer was prepared by using the following two-stage procedure. At first, a clean (1 × 1) silicon surface was exposed under the ammonia flux (10 sccm) at the substrate temperatures of 1050°C, and in the second stage, the AlN layer is formed by the Al deposition when the ammonia flux was switched off and the background ammonia pressure of ~10 For the AlN formation, the ammonia flux was turned off at the moment when the best (8 × 8) RHEED pattern with sharp and bright eightfold fractional spots was reached. This moment corresponds to the maximum of the curve in Figure 1b . Next, the Al deposition onto the highly ordered (8 × 8) structure was performed. The Al flux was established on the value equivalent to the AlN growth rate of ~0.1 Ml/s. The appearance of the AlN diffraction spots and the transformation of the (8 × 8) structure to a new fourfold structure was observed. The RHEED pattern of AlN and (4 × 4) structure is shown in Figure 9a . An intensity profile measured along a horizontal line (A-B) crossing the streaks is shown in Figure 9b .
The observed fundamental (0-1) AlN streak position exactly coincides with the position of the fractional spot (0-5/4); see Figure 9b ). Then, an AlN in-plane lattice constant was calculated from the relationship 4 × a 111Si = 5 × a AlN , where a 111Si = 3.85 Å. Hence, the calculated lattice constant is a AlN = 3.08 Å. This value A-B) crossing the diffraction streaks, from [50] . DOI: http://dx.doi.org /10.5772/intechopen.81775 is substantially lower than lateral lattice constant of the bulk wurtzite AlN value being 3.125 Å, which has been measured by the X-ray diffraction method at a high temperature [52] .
The (4 × 4) structure is not the consequence of the actual reconstruction of the Si (111) surface. The fractional spots (0 1/4), (0 2/4), and (0 3/4) (and others) are detectable in the RHEED pattern (Figure 9 ) as the result of electrons scattering by both the Si and g-AlN crystal lattices, that is, mixing of reciprocal vectors of these lattices. For example, the fractional reciprocal vectors q(0 1/4) is a result of relation q(0 1/4) = q(0 1) AlN − q(0 1) Si , where q(0 1) AlN and q(0 1) Si are integer order reciprocal vectors of g-AlN and Si, respectively. The approximate equality of the fourfold silicon lateral constant and the fivefold wurtzite AlN lateral constant was previously pointed out in some studies (e.g., see paper [53, 54] ) with mismatch of ~1.3%. In our case, there is an exact coincidence, and as the result, the fractional beams of (4 × 4) structure are experimentally observed in the RHEED pattern. Thus, an extremely thin and flat of AlN on (111) Si substrate with the lattice constant of a = 3.08 Å is prepared. This value is close to the ab initio calculated value of 3.09 Å for the graphene-like aluminum nitride lattice with sp 2 -like bonding [55, 56] . There is only one more experimental work [57] that dedicated to epitaxial growth of graphite-like hexagonal AlN nanosheets on single crystal Ag (111). It is interesting to note that a simple our calculation of the g-AlN lattice constant using the lateral constant of (111) Ag (2.89 Å) from the diffraction pattern presented by authors of the work gives the value in the range of 3.06-3.09 Å in contrast to the value presented by the authors of 3.13 Å.
We have carried out experimental precise measurements of the in-plane AlN lattice constant under the Al and NH 3 fluxes supplied onto the surface either separately or simultaneously. The evolution of in-plane lattice constant during the g-AlN formation process is depicted in Figure 10 . The increasing of the lattice constant from 3.08 to 3.09 Å under Al flux without ammonia flux (i.e., there is no growth of AlN) is clearly visible.
Then, the Al flux was turned off (at the moment of 340 s) and the NH 3 flux (10 sccm) was switched on. The lateral lattice constant of g-AlN was keeping the same value of 3.09 Ǻ, and so, under the ammonia flux, the formed g-AlN is quite stable. The lateral size of the g-AlN islands has been estimated from the RHEED data as ~70-100 Å. The epitaxial growth of AlN was initiated by turning on the Al flux, keeping the same ammonia flux (at the moment of 390 s). The fractional streaks of the (4 × 4) structure are gradually dimmed together with the increasing of the fundamental (0 1) g-AlN streak intensity. At the moment of about 420 s, a structure (1 × 1) of g-AlN appears. Further growth of AlN leads to the lattice constant conversion from 3.09 to 3.125 Å. The value 3.125 Å corresponds to bulk value of the wurtzite AlN lattice constant at high temperature [52] .
Thus, the transformation from graphite-like (sp 2 -hybridization, see Figure 11a ) to wurtzite structure of AlN (sp 3 -hybridization, Figure 11b ) is observed. This transition is similar to the transition metastable graphene-like silicon nitride of the structure (8 × 8) to stable amorphous phase a-Si 3 N 4 . The maximal thickness of the g-AlN layer of ~5-6 AlN monolayers was estimated using the AlN growth rate that is less than the theoretically predicted value of 22-24 monolayer [58] . The difference between calculations and experimental data might be attributed to the competition with the bulk stabilization mechanism involving structural defects and roughening, which were not taken into account in work [58] . The similar discrepancy between theoretically predicted and experimentally measured thickness of the sp 2 -sp 3 transition was noticed for ZnO [59] .
Conclusion
Systematic studies of the structure (8 × 8) by the methods RHEED, STM/ STS, and HRTEM were carried out. It is found that the structure (8 × 8) is formed within 5-7 s during nitridation of the Si (111) surface at the temperature range 950-1150°C. The formation rate of the structure (8 × 8) is independent on the temperature. The kinetics of the thermal decomposition of this two-dimensional layer of silicon nitride has been studied. It is established that the structure (8 × 8) is a metastable phase, and with further nitridation, a transition to the stable amorphous phase of Si 3 N 4 occurs. In the structure (8 × 8) , the honeycomb structure with the side length of hexagon of 6 Å was found for the first time, on which the adsorption phase of silicon is located with a periodicity of 10.2 A. The interplanar spacing in the epitaxial structure (SiN) 2 (AlN) 4 on the (111) Si surface are measured: 3.3 Å in silicon nitride layer and 2.86 Å in AlN. These interlayer distances correspond to the weak van der Waals interaction between the layers. Scanning tunneling spectroscopy in the filled states revealed a peak of 1.1 eV below the Fermi level. Comparison of the measurements in the STS of the metastable phase of silicon nitride with measurements made on a clean surface of Si (111)-(7 × 7) and on an amorphous Si 3 N 4 layer helped us in identifying the peak −1.1 eV as the π-bonding band of the structure (8 × 8). The band gap between the bonding and antibonding orbitals is 
